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An exclusion theorem for the solutions of operator equations

GÖTZ ALEFELD

Let F be a nonlinear mapping from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y. We prove a theorem
which yields a ball containing no solution of the equation F(x) = O. This ball is obtained after
having performed one step of Newton's method.

1. Introd uction

Let F be a nonlinear mapping of the Banach space X into the Banach space Y.
There are many resuIts which assure the existence of a solution of the (nonlinear)
equation F(x) = O.In many cases there are also error estimates for such a solution.
Famous resuIts in this direction foIlow from the contraction mapping principle.
Another weIl known result is the Kantorovic theorem on Newton's method (RALL
[3]). Thereby one step of Newton's method is performed and then under certain
conditions we get a ball in which a solution of the equation F(x) = 0 exists and to
which Newton's method will converge. Another interesting result in this direction
was proved by W. BURMEISTERin [2]. Correspondingly in this note we give a ball
which does not contain any solution of the equation F(x) = O. This ball is also
obtained after having performed one step of Newton's method. Of course every
ball K of the Banach space X, not containing a solution of the equation F(x) = 0,
also yields an inclusion set X""-K for all solutions of F(x) = O.The following theorem
contains as a special case a resuIt for real functions which was proved in [1], page 113.

2. Exclusion theorem

. Theorem. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let

F:DcX-,;>-Y'

be Frechet-differentiable in the open set Do cD. Suppose that the Fn?-chet-derivative
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of F is Lipschitz-continuous with Lipschitz-constant y > 0 in the ball

Ko = {x Illx - xoll < ro} c Do,

that F'(xo) is invert~1>le, that

IIF'(xO)-III= ß,

and that

0 < IIF'(xO)-IF(xo)1I= T}.

Then, if the inequalities

0 < ro < -1 + V! + 2ßy'YJ , ro < ro

hold, F(x) = 0 has no solution in the ball

Ko = {x Illx - xoll < ro}.

The proof of this theorem will follow from a simple lemma.

Lemma. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let

F:DcX--*Y

be Frechet-differentiahle in the open set Do cD. Suppose that the Frechet-derivative
of Fis Lipschitz-continuous in the ball

Ko = {x IlIx - xoll< ro} c Do

with Lipschitz-constant y > 0, that F'(xo) is invert~1Jleand that

IIF'(xO)-III= ß.

If the equation F(x) = 0 has a solution x* in the ball

Ko = {x Illx - xoll < ro} , ro < ro,
then

x* E KI = {x IlIx - xIII < rI}
where

Xl = Xo - F'(xo)-I F(xo),
1

rI = - ßyr02.2

Proof. By Taylor's theorem (RALL [3], page 124) we have

I

F(xo) - F(x*) = JF'(x* + O(xo- x*)) (xo - x*) dB
0

I

= F'(xo) (xo- x*) + J[F'(x* + B(xo- x*)) - F'(xo)] (xo - x*) dB.
0
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From this it follows that

IIx*- xIII = IIx* - (xo - F'(XO)-l F(xo)}II
I

= IIF'(xO)-l J[F'(x* + O(xo- x*)} - F'(xo)] (xo - x*) dO
0

1

< ßyllxo - x*112J(1 - 0) dO
0

1 2< - ßY"o
=2

holds, which is the assertion.

Proof of the theorem. If Ko contains a solution x* of F(x) = 0 then by the
preceding lemmax* is contained in K) andKo n Kl =J= 0. Therefore if Ko n KI = 0,
F(x) = 0 has no solution in Ko. The equation Ko n KI = 0 holds if and only if

IIxo- xIII> "0+"1

holds. This is again the case if and only if

1 .- ßY"02+ "0 - 17< 02

holds. Because of,.o > 0 this inequality is equivalent with

0 < "0< -1 + V 1 + 2ßY17
ßy

and the theorem is proved.

3. Remark

The following example shows that in general the upper bound for "0 cannot be
replaced by a greater one: Let X = Y = R be the real numbers with the usual
modulus as a norm. Consider the real function

1 -
F(x) = - ßyx2 + X - 172

with positive constants ß, y and 17. For Xo = 0 we get from the theorem that for

0 <"0 < -1 + V1+ 2ßyf]
ßy
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no solution of F(x) = 0 is contained in the interval

Ko = {x Ilx - xol = lxi < ro}.

However, for

-1 + Vi+ 2ßyr;
ro = ßy

there is a solution of F(x) = 0 on the boundary of Ko.
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